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FREE Zombie C.U.R.E.s

An historic zombie walk is talking place during this
weekend, as pro-zombie party ‘Citizens for Undead
Rights & Equality’ – which fielded four candidates in
the UK General Election – takes its cause to Parliament.
The party is organising a zombie gathering in Old
Palace Yard opposite the Houses of Parliament on
Bank Holiday Monday, from 12:30pm – 2:00pm – and
spaces are still available for any zombies who want to
support the cause.
Everyone who attends dressed as a zombie will receive
a copy of Dead Rising 2 on PlayStation 3 or Xbox when
it is released, along with a limited edition ‘Zombies are
People too’ t-shirt. The best-dressed zombie will shuffle
away with a games console.

Dead Rising 2: Played by Zombies...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSMCauG8lZ

In order to claim your loot, you *must* pre-register by
emailing your name(s) to: votecure@googlemail.com
before midday on Sunday 29th August.
Successful applicants will receive confirmation on their
place & and full details of the day by 6:00pm that day.
CURE’s manifesto promises include:
To permit the marriage of living and the undead
To increase the minimum statutory retirement age to
beyond death
To make cemeteries more comfortable for their
inhabitants
Do your best to support this worthy cause – and bag
some excellent free stuff along the way.
If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: Terror4fun: UK Zombie Events

www.tapeitordie.com
October 1st, 2010
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Just email Zombie Ed at ed@terror4fun.com and let us
know all about all of your zombie events. We will make
sure they appear in front of 10,000 people in every issue...

Censored until Oct
ob

er

Frightfest 2010, London. August Bank Holiday, which
includes the world premiere of highly anticipated zombie
flick ‘The Dead’ on the Monday… www.frightfest.co.uk
THE HORDE comes to UK cinemas… September 17th.
HORROR REALM. September 17th to 19th. Pittsburgh
www.horrorrealmcon.com
DEAD RISING 2 Release. October 1st. The game we have all
been waiting for is released for Xbox 360, PS3 and PC.
Zombiewalk Detroit, October 10th, 2010. A Zombiewalk
against Hunger… www.zombiewalkdetroit.com/
Thrill the World: Global simultaneous word record dance to
Thriller. Takes place on Saturday 23rd October 11.00am
and 11.00pm GMT that’s Midday & Midnight for us in the
UK. http://thrilltheworld.com/events

Do you want to be in an
extra in a Zombie Movie?
How much fun would it be being a zombie in a film
like Shaun of the Dead, Day of the Dead, 28 Days
Later or Resident Evil ?
This is your chance to find out!
We need as many zombie extras as possible to be
part of a horror movie being filmed in Aberystwyth
later in the year...

Find out more at aber-zombie.co.uk
Or email: undead@aber-zombie.co.uk

Zombiewalk Birmingham. October 31st.
City Centre, in Aid of Help for Heroes…
Email: birminghamzombiewalk@hotmail.co.uk
Zomblogalypse Halloween Event. October 31st.
York, City Screen, Coney Street, York. 8pm.
2 Days Later Film Event. October 31st. Margate.
www.2dayslater.co.uk
Whitby Goth Weekend. Halloween Weekend in Whitby.
Details and Pics etc at: http://wgw.topmum.co.uk/
DATE ANNOUNCED!!!
Terror4funs Day of the Undead 2010, Leicester.
UK Festival of Zombie Culture. 13th, November.
More details coming soon...

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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The Zombie Times, August 2010
Zombie Fans,
Welcome to the latest issue of our e-zine… The Zombie Times...
With the dust and blood of Zombiefest 2010 still in our mouths and the ensuing chaos of
organising the ‘Day of the Undead,’ the UKs festival of Zombie Culture on the horizon, the
Terror4fun Team is pretty hectic, but not so hectic that it cannot get out this issue of the Zombie
Times to you. The big news of course being on the front cover and very time
sensitive, get to this Zombiewalk and get a game and Tee-Shirt, but remember,
you should pre-register…
Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the word…
Zombies are alive and kicking… (well sort of anyway)
keep on zomming and see you soon,

Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror 4fun Team

The Zombie Times - COntents
Page 1 - HEADLINES
Page 2 - Zombie Events for 2010 and Big Tits Zombie Cover and Film needs Zombies
Page 3 - Editors letter from Zombie Ed and contents
Page 4 - News & Events - Thrill the World like Michael Jackson
Page 5 - News & Events - Zombie Film Comp. Pizza and Birmingham
Page 6 - News & Events - Charity Undead, a FREE ZOMBIE READ and more
Page 7 - News & Events - The Horde and Zombiefest 2010
Page 8 - Releases - WIN a set of 6 Bad Taste Zombies… Sorry I mean Bears...
Page 9 - Releases - The Official UK Zombie Handbook
Page 10 - Releases - ‘REC2’ and Charlie Higsons ‘The Dead’
Page 11 - Releases - Strangely its Zombie Wedding Cakes and Warfare
Page 12 - Releases - A new Zombie Publisher on the Block and Trekkies...
Page 13 - Releases - The Horror Channel in September when it comes to Zombies...
Page 14 - MAKE UP - Stunt Zombies
Page 15 - MAKE UP - Sammm and her Body Parts...
Page 16 - CAPCOM and Competitions

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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you ASAP. Hopefully, the new site and event registration will be up and running by mid-July. Until
then, keep planning, keep dancing (or teaching) and
keep thrilling!
Our goals for this year:
1.
for Guinness to grant us our own category (I
mean, they made categories for largest simultaneous dances of Bollywood, Sevillanis, YMCA
& umbrellas. Yes, umbrellas?!?!)
Garner support from MJ Estate & Sony
Yes, we are thrilling the world AGAIN this year: Sat- 2.
urday, October 23, 2010 @ 11:00am GMT/UTC AND @ 3.
Develop sponsorship with major companies
11:00pm GMT/UTC. Yes TWO times!
4.
Have over 1 million people dancing worldFor details, go here: http://thrilltheworld.com/events
wide!!! (Michael would be proud, for sure.)
Please check back to this site soon for event
Now, I know this website has not been updated --registration.
we are working on a new one. And, I know that
event registration is not open yet --- I was working
on some "negotiations" but they all fell through so
Thank you for your continued support and patience!
Follow us on http://www.twitter.com/thrilltheworld
now I'm trying to make due with what I've got and
get the Event Manager materials and rules out to

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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2 Days Later Short horror Filmmaking Competition 2010
2 Days Later is a short horror film competition specifically designed to encourage filmmakers, enthusiasts
and students to produce a 10 minute horror film in only
48 hours on a micro-budget. All competition entries are
shown to a public audience, and judged by a panel of
film industry professionals, competing for film industry
donated prizes at a special Halloween Screening Event
in Margate. Winning submissions will also receive global
website exposure and international promotion to other
film festivals and film industry organisations.

screening.
There is a series of free "Introduction to filmmaking"
one day workshops to encourage and inform aspiring
and novice filmmakers how to make their very own
horror film. The competition unearths hidden potentials
and nurtures filmmaking talents and confidence. It
raises the profile of local and national talent to film
industry catalyst for local actors, writers, filmmakers
and musicians to work collectively, strengthening their
creative skills and utilising individual expertise.

“It’s a rare and free opportunity for budding filmmakers to actually see how an audience reacts to their work Interested in creating your own 10 minute horror and
in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere” encourages Fes- screening it in front of a live audience? Then download
tival Co-Director Mick Etherton
the brief here.
Over 200 films have so far been made for East Kent’s
biggest film festival event that actually generates specific film production for its very own competition

Zombies, Pizza &and
a Great Game…

Websites:
www.2dayslater.co.uk / www.beepingbush.co.uk

Birmingham Zombiewalk
24/07/10

Logan McMillan, Director of Last of the Living gave
us the heads up about this beauty. Your mission
starts here! OBJECTIVE: Help Steve get across the
city to deliver his pizza without being KILLED by the
zombies. Make it all the way and put yourself into
the draw to win a years supply of Hell Pizza!!! I think
you can only win the Pizza if you live in NZ, but play
the game anyway… Links are from here….
http://hellpizza.co.nz/
About 300 zombies shambled around Birmingham all
in a good cause in July and here is a pic of them
enjoying the Slime light… Thanks for the heads up
Debbie (The Zombie Bride) and hope the
hangover from the after-walk party has now
subsided…
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Charity of the Living Dead
Zombie-aid started in Manchester
in 2009 and has so far held 3
events in 2 cities. 2010 sees Zombie-Aid happen in a confirmed 7
UK cities, and several in USA are
being planned for late 2010. Over
5,000 people have taken part in
the Manchester zombie walks. Zombie-Aid is an event
that raises money for childrens and cancer charities. Its
made thousands so far. Zombie-Aid - Manchester will

be held in October this year… Zombie-Aid - Birmingham is to be held on Halloween 2010. Zombie-Aid Edinburgh was held on Sunday 8th August as part of
the Edinburgh Festival and ties with the "How to survive a Zombie Apocalypse" show.
Belfast, Scunthorpe, Bristol and Leeds are also to be
confirming dates. So if you want to get involved then
please head to website and get involved…

www.zombie-aid.com

Free zombie Book for you…
The Return Man by V.M. Zito...
Forty Million Hungry Corpses, BUT he’s only looking for
one… Whose corpse are you looking for?
Four years after the zombie apocalypse, Henry Marco
is a professional “corpse tracker” — hired by grieving
survivors to find resurrected friends and family in the
Evacuated States. Whether you’ve lost your wife, your
husband, your child…. just sign the contract, and Marco
will return your suffering loved one to the beyond. A
bullet in the brain brings peace to all. But when Marco

Dead rising 2
First uk gameplay
The first games of Dead
Rising 2 from CAPCOM
were played at Zombiefest 2010, in the middle of
August… The lads from
the AdWagon came down
with a playable game
and the zombies at the
event were al to willing to
‘lay the smack’ on some undead fools…
The Game play was beautiful, the maps bigger, kills
better and combining weapons was amazing fun
and it did seem more brutal and unbelievably better
than the original Dead Rising.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSMCauG8lZQ

is forced to accept a government hit on the corpse of a
mysterious doctor, it’s a contract that may be impossible to survive — a suicide mission into a wasteland of
40 million meat-craving corpses, pitting him against a
ruthless Chinese assassin on the same trail. And even
more dangerous is the truth waiting for Marco someplace in the Arizona desert… the truth about the one
corpse he cannot find. His own lost wife, Danielle.
The first chapters of "The Return Man" are now online
at www.HireTheReturnMan.com

Horror Realm™…
a three-day convention run by fans for fans of

zombies and the horror genre. The convention
takes place in Pittsburgh, the Zombie Capital of
the World from September 17th to 19th, 2010 at the

Crowne Plaza, Pittsburgh South...
Featuring the Night of the Living Dead costume
ball, sponsored by Magic Hat Brewing. Plus plenty
of Pittsburgh zombie guests from Night of the Living Dead, Dawn of the Dead and Day of the Dead.
There’s also Author discussion panels and readings
featuring award-winning horror writers, Zombie &
horror film festival and Contests & activities
A dealer room featuring specialty vendors with
items such as: Movies & DVD’s, T-shirts & other apparel, Toys & collectibles, Movie memorabilia,
Books & comics, Games, Original art, Tattoos &
piercings.

Info at: www.horrorrealmcon.com

www.tapeitordie.com
October 1st, 2010
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The horde taking the big screen by storm
‘Assault On Precinct 13’ meets ‘Dawn Of The Dead’ in
The Horde, the latest addition to the ever-rising wave
of superlative French horror cinema. This impressive
debut feature from writing-directing team Yannick
Dahan and Benjamin Rocher is a must-see for zombie
movie fans, not least because it features some of the
most awesome, edge-of-your-seat, close-combat human versus zombie beat-downs ever committed to
film.
When a police detective is found murdered by a gang
of mobsters, a small group of his closest colleagues on
the force take it upon themselves to avenge his death
vigilante-style. Heavily armed and determined to see
justice done, they infiltrate the upper floors of the suburban high-rise apartment block that serves as the

criminals’ hideout, during the
raid things go
wrong and the
cops find themselves taken prisoner and tortured.
It’s not long before the gang of criminals and their captive cops realize
they are trapped together on the top floor of an unfortified building that is becoming rapidly infested with
blood-thirsty legions of the living dead.
The Horde (Momentum Pictures) will be released in UK
cinemas from 17th September.

Zombiefest 2010. 100 per cent fatal
dead, everyone
died again…
Which means
that for the third
year running the
Living Dead beat
the living into
submission…

This year
Zombiefest was
yet again a blood
soaked, zombie
based weekend of
fun and death in
beautiful middle
England…
The Friday
consisted of drinking debauchery and a
programme of short films from the super serious,
bloody and violent to those with their tongues
firmly planted within their cheeks… Following this
on the Saturday morning came the infamous and
notoriously difficult Zombie Shooting and Archery
and then the Main Event occurred early Saturday
afternoon… Lead Vs. Dead.
With over 100 people in full Wild West Costume
after a total of seven and half hours of zombie
mayhem - actors, props, costumes and thousands
of rounds of ammunition being shot at the living

Later on the
Saturday the AdWagon arrived and let the
assembled corpses have a first UK play of Dead
Rising 2, the new CAPCOM game, due out in
October, so into the night the Zombies of Cosgrove,
bashed in brains and mullered the Shamblers …
Sunday was the heady mixture of tea, prize
givings, speeches and bacon rolls and then battling
the various hoovers left on the site to try and get it
all ship shape again, just in time for next year…
Oh God…

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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and fear that a fresh outbreak is imminent…. And now
the second set of Zombies has been unleashed: You only

want me for one thing – my Brains, Self catering & Rot
‘n’ Roll
These will initially be launched
as a set on the Online Store
and will include a FREE “I’m a
Zombie” or “I’m a Zombie KilWhen there’s no more room in hell, the Ted will walk
ler” badge. These will be allothe earth…Dawn of the Ted is the freakin’ awesome
cated randomly and will NOT
new BTB range from Peter Underhill and OddCo! This be shown on your invoice. Only
rotten crew of nasty critters are due to hit the ground
when you receive your order
running (or crawling…..) with an outbreak of the first 3 will you know if a Phantom
decaying teddies: Bursting With Joy, Life’s a Drag & Let Zombie has smuggled into your
Sleeping Dogs Die
order. Phantom Zombies and
badges will also be available at
The second batch of Zombies is now available too.
participating retailers contact
There are 6 special clear resin Phantom Zombies in to- local stockist for details or visit
tal – keep a look out for details of how you can get
www.badtastebears.com
your decomposing paws on each of these in the coming
weeks….. Special Offers, Phantom Zombies and badges
will also be available at participating retailers. Contact
your local stockist for details. The original Zombie outTo win a full set of these rotting little critters…
break has led to the panicked collapse of civilian sociYES, that a full set of 6 of them…
ety with only isolated pockets of survivors remaining.
Check out the back page...
We live every day under threat of marauding Zombies

Competition Time

Buy
this
book
now!

Tomes of the dead
Just a quick heads uop to let you know that
Christmas is coming early as far as Zombie
Books are concerned… ABADDON are releasing three books in the next couple of
months and we have been lucky enough to
have a sneak peek at a couple and they are,
to be honest, the best to date… So keep your
eyes open for news of The Viking Dead, The
Best of the Tomes of the Dead and Stronghold. More info at: www.abaddonbooks.com

If you don’t you may as well put on your
Speedos, cover yourself with BBQ sauce and
parade around with a big sign saying:
‘Undead GET IT HERE’

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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A Public Service Announcement From the Ministry of Zombies

Britons Know your Zombies!
Latest Ministerial Blog Update:
Zombie Animals – Myth or Reality – Will Rover
become a savage bloodthirsty hound-ghoul or an
invaluable ally in your battle against the living
dead menace? For further information or to report any zombie sightings please visit: www.ministryofzombies.com

As part of our role in the new coalition government, the Ministry of Zombies has hired some
top people, and we mean top people, to create an
infomercial to help raise awareness in the area of
zombie defence. See it here:www.youtube.com/watch?v=EV_RARLBDMI This has been a public service announcement on
Through pioneering research and field work, the behalf of the Ministry of Zombies
Ministry has also just published the Official Zombie Handbook (UK) which is the only government-approved guide you need to make it
through a major zombie outbreak in this country,
including: Full analysis of the latest scientific information available on the zombie virus, the living dead creatures it creates and most importantly, how to take them down – UK
style
What are we facing here – the lighting quick
infected, sluggish ghouls, undead dogs,
zombie prawns? – your questions answered by the top scientists in the field of
zombiology such the Dr Khalid Ahmed
Everything you need to implement a complete “90 Day Zombie Survival Plan” for
you and your family including home fortification, foraging for supplies and surviving a ghoul siege
Detailed case studies and guidelines on how
to battle the living dead, which weapons
to use, where to hide out and how to survive in a country dominated by millions of
bloodthirsty zombies
To buy this invaluable guide, then look on Amazon for ‘The Official Zombie Handbook UK’

www.severedpress.com/
www.tapeitordie.com
October 1st, 2010
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After terrifying audiences with their
nerve-shredding cult hit ‘REC’, acclaimed filmmakers Jaume Balaguero
(Darkness; Fragile) and Paco Plaza
(Romasanta: The Werewolf Hunt) return to crank the fear factor to unprecedented levels with the highly anticipated sequel,
REC 2, which is already being hailed as a “leader for
this year’s most frightening feature” (Fangoria).
A rare thing in being a sequel that actually improves
on its predecessor and exceeds all expectations, REC 2
has been described as “one
of the best horror sequels in
recent years” (Shortlist),
“bloody terrifying” (Metro),
“an intense watch” (The
Sun) and “absolutely brilliant” (The People, Five Star
Review).
REC 2 picks up mere minutes after the ‘conclusion’ of
the first film, just after the
authorities have lost contact
with the few survivors left
within the building. Quickly
realising the gravity of the

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

situation at hand, the Spanish government has sent in a heavily armed
SWAT team, accompanied by a government medical official, on a search
and rescue mission. But all is not as it
seems, and soon these highly trained
soldiers find themselves at the mercy of an unspeakable
evil that must be contained at all costs. Meanwhile, a
small group of thrill-seeking teenagers has also infiltrated the building, unaware of the horrors they are
about to face.
REC 2 (cert. 18) will be released on DVD and Blu-ray on
20th September 2010. Special Features include: Extended & Deleted Scenes; Making Of (Blu-ray only);
Behind The Scenes (Blu-ray only). Also released on that
date is the original REC Special Edition on Blu-ray for
the very first time and featuring almost 3 hours of extras, including: The Making of; Crew Interviews; Extended & Deleted Scenes; Behind The Scenes Footage.

Rec 2

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

THE DEAD by Charlie Higson
The prequel to the Enemy….
A terrible disease is striking
everyone over the age of fourteen. Death walks the streets.
Nowhere is safe. Maxie, Blue
and the rest of the Holloway
crew aren’t the only kids trying to escape the ferocious
adults who prey on them. Jack
and Ed are best friends, but
their battle to stay alive tests
their friendship to the limit as
they go on the run with a mismatched group of other kids –
nerds, fighters, misfits. And one
adult, a butcher, who claims
he’s immune to the disease. They must work together if
they want to make it in this terrifying new world. But

as a fresh disaster threatens to overwhelm London, they
realize they won’t all survive.
Charlie Higson is a well-known writer of screenplays
and novels, and is the author of the phenomenally successful Young Bond series. He is also a performer and
co-creator of The Fast Show and Radio Four’s awardwinning Down the Line series, which was recently made
into a popular BBC2 sketch show, Bellamy's People.
Charlie is a big fan of horror films and is now hoping to
give a great many children sleepless nights with this series. Available from September 16th, 2010.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Book then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Strange Zombies, Part 12
I just recently made a zombie wedding cake and thought you guys might enjoy to see some pictures of it. I
made all the zombies out of modelling chocolate. It was my first time ever sculpting so it was quite a learning
experience! I also modelled the bride and groom out of chocolate to resemble them. The cake was made to
bleed when they cut into it for their first slice. I researched zombies quite a bit prior to modelling them and
have found a new respect for the zombie world. www.SweetLarissas.com Larissa XXX

The Art of Zombie Warfare
of The Zen of Zombie and Z.E.O., The Art of Zombie
How to Kick Ass Like the Walking Dead
Warfare is the most authoritative tome available toThis manual provides a review of the tactical combat
advantages enjoyed by zombies and gives the reader a day on the subject of zombie combat.
step-by-step guide to adopting them for him or herself.
Have you wondered where the great military leaders
of modern history have found their collective inspirations?
Well look no further. It is the walking dead upon whom
the most important tactical infantry innovations of the
last three hundred years have been based.
Do you dream of becoming a soldier who fights with
the efficacy and skill of a zombie?
Are you a general or commander seeking to imbue
your troops with the ruthless, soulless killing-efficiency
of an animated corpse?
Are you a voodoo priest or wizard desiring to raise an
actual army of zombies to help you conquer the land
and install yourself as ruler?
Competition Time
Then, friend, this is the book for you. With this book,
you will learn how to fight without weapons, commuTo win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
nicate wordlessly, and enjoy the multifarious battleon the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
field-strategy benefits that come with always just
walking straight at the enemy. Written by the author

www.tapeitordie.com
October 1st, 2010
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Night of the Living Trekkies
This novel, from the truly
zombie obsessed Quirk
Books, is something that
will appear to the inner
fanboy in almost all of
us… The story follows a
rag-tag group of Trekkies
en route to an annual
Star Trek convention. Arriving with homemade
uniforms, glued-on prosthetics, and plastic phasers, these fanboys know
more than any rational
adult should know about
Kirk, Spock, Next Generation, particle physics,

black holes, and Ricardo Montalban. But when aliens
release a zombie plague upon the Earth, all of this
Starfleet training suddenly becomes a lot more relevant. Our fanboys find themselves trapped in the Botany Bay Hotel and Convention Centre - and desperate
to escape. Some will be assimilated. Others will summon the courage of their favourite characters and perform brave feats of heroism. And one reluctant fan will
discover his inner Trekkie, rise up, and take command
of the crew. Available from September 1st...

Competition Time
To win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

There’s a new zombie publisher in town

With an already impressive line up of Zombie Novels,
check out Severed Press, their books are available from
Amazon… This is the kind of publisher we should all be
encouraging and supporting...
Resurrection: The rain is falling
and the dead are rising. It began at
an ultra-secret government laboratory. Experiments in limb regeneration-an unspeakable union of Medieval alchemy and cutting edge
genetics result in the very germ of
horror itself: a gene trigger that will
reanimate dead tissue...any dead
tissue. Now it's loose.
t's gone viral. It's in the rain. And the
rain has not stopped falling for weeks. As the country
floods and corpses float in the streets, as cities are submerged, the evil dead are rising. And they are hungry.

Zombie Zoology an Unnatural
History: A truly original anthology of
never before published stories of living dead beasts. Inside you will find
tales of prehistoric creatures rising
from the Bog, a survivalist taking on
a troop of rotting baboons, a NASA
experiment going Ape, A hunter
going a Moose too far and many
more undead creatures from Hell.
The crawling, buzzing, flying abominations of mother nature have risen.

More details of all of their zombie titles can be
found at:

http://www.severedpress.com/

Competition Time
To win a copy of these BOOKS then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Zombie Movies on Horror Channel
July and August 2010
(Sky 319, 320 Virgin 170 and Freesat 138)
As the nights draw in and temperatures start to drop
Horror Channel is turning up the heat with another
month packed with blood-drenched gut-munchers that
will satisfy even the most thirsty gorehound
We have a flesh eating double bill on the 1st starting at
21:00 with the bloody Days Of Darkness. The flesheating walking dead have risen and taken over the
planet, now a small mismatched group of survivors
must take up arms before they're bitten clean off!
This is followed at 22:55 with the premiere of one of the
finest shockers from the last few years, Bruce McDonald’s Pontypool. It concerns a virus that turns people
into ultra-violent maniacs. When it's discovered the
condition is transmitted by language, will a shock jock
shut up and hide, or spread the word? Tense, claustrophobic and truly frightening this is horror at its most
pure and is memorable for all the right reasons.
The 3rd also holds a premiere at 22:55, this time it’s a
classic from Lucio Fulci, City Of The Living Dead. Also
known as Gates of Hell, this bloody shocker was Fulci’s
film after Zombie Flesh Eaters. A priest's suicide opens
the gates of Hell, paving the way for the dead to rise
and slaughter the living. Graphic and shocking, this was
made when Fulci was at the height of his powers and
was delivering the most interesting horror around. Fans
of Fulci should note that The Beyond is showing on the
4th at the same time.
We’ll take you to Zombie Town on the 5th at 22:55 if
you dare to come. This corking gut-muncher is set in a
remote village where a parasitic plague transforms the
population into brain-chomping zombies. Can a group
of friends fight off the shuffling undead hoards?
At the same time on the 6th a grisly shocker will be
waiting for you. In Charles Band’s horror/comedy Grisly
a gang that collects deformed freaks of nature must
band together with the FBI agents investigating them,
when their ghoulish specimens reanimate and viciously
turn on them. Original and fun this one shows off
Band’s wicked sense of humour.
More premiere action on the 8th at 22:55 where the urban jungle becomes the focus for terror in Last Rites.
When a meteor crashes in LA, two rival gangs and the
watching police officers are infected by other-wordly

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

spores that transform into flesh hungry fiends. Not your
normal zombie movie this one takes the genre into a
new arena and has much to offer the viewer.
Dead And Deader on the 10th at 21:00 is fleshmunching shocker starring former Superman Dean
Cain. A soldier is bitten by a diseased bug turning him
into a half-zombie, but his comrades aren't so lucky
and become full-blown shuffling undead.
Get ready to rumble on
Monday the 13th at 22:55 as
the Horror Channel presents the smack-down
shock-fest Zombie King.
With a zombie plague raging, a band of spandexclad masked wrestlers
band together to pummel
the undead hordes and
defeat the evil Zombie
King. Outrageous, fun and
truly original this is the perfect Monday night movie
with all your mates
around.
Wild, wild west action on 16th as the western/horror hybrid, Undead Or Alive hits the Horror Channel. Starring
Desperate Housewives hunk James Denton the movie
concerns a military deserter and a cowboy who rob a
corrupt sheriff, but they don't bank on an Apache curse
unleashing a very hungry zombie hoard. The stagecoach will be ready at 21:00.
A premiere not to miss is on the 17th at 22:55, is Jim
Mickle’s contemporary shocker Zombie Virus On Mulbery Street. Six tenants of a tumbledown tenement are
faced with surviving a diseased pack of rats, whose bite
is turning their human victims into blood-thirsty mutants.
Then on the 23rd at 22:55 Matthew Davis, he of The
Vampire Diaries fame stars in the comedy/horror Wasting Away. Four friends unwittingly become zombies
and attempt to reverse the transformation.

As with all TV channels the dates and times are
subject to alteration so please go to
www.horrorchannel.co.uk for any changes.
Also join us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/horrorchannel and
Twitter http://twitter.com/horror_channel
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ZOMBLIES - Cunning Stunts
I first started work as a stunt performer through Realm
Pictures on their first feature Zomblies. It was from this
indie no budget film that I finally gained the confidence
to pursue my dream of creating kick ass action sequences and brutal fights for film and theatre. Since
Zomblies I have had the privilege to work with a huge
number of talented individuals performing and coordinating stunts and fights for all sorts of projects from classical theatre to professional film. This being the Zombie
Times though, I know what you’re interested in so here
is the story of the stunts for Zomblies.
Zomblies is a balls to the wall zombie action film made
on a budget of less than £10,000 complete with air
strike, robotic guns, digital zombie hoards in the thousands and amazing visual effects all created by very
talented individuals who have now either joined Realm
full time or landed kick ass industry jobs. However, you
can't create everything on a computer and for those
who think you can your not going to get that far.
The stunt industry is alive and well and getting more
advanced and specialised every year. Be it taking a
real moment and expanding it with CG or simply making a chase more exciting with the addition of a stair
fall or head butts, stunts are there to ground a film in
reality and to give an audience a real sense of wonder.
The fact that they have just witnessed someone fall of a
cliff while on fire is all the
more exciting and of
course believable when
they know it actually
happened.
Also the appreciation
that whoever did it is still
alive and well because of
their skill and expertise is
something that adobe
just can’t match.
I joined the Zomblies
shoot initially as an extra
but I soon realised that I
was spending a lot of
time teaching my fellow
extras how to fall over
safely and convincingly

and brainstorming with
the crew about new
gags inspired by the locations we visited. If
there is a cliff why not
fall off it? This went on
for a few days until finally the director (David
Reynolds) and I sat
down and he asked me
to coordinate stunts and
we began playing with
the ideas to give the
movie that additional
pizzazz. From that moment everything
changed.
I brought my stage combat experience and willingness
to experiment to the table and soon we were moving
away from simply chase sequences to high octane fire
fights and a motorcycle gag which culminated in my
being dragged through a warehouse at high speed before being thrown off into a metal bar.
As with all low/no budget features Zomblies was as
much about the journey as it was about the initial idea
and the thanks to the input of countless individuals it is
now bigger and better than any of us could of imagined.
I feel proud that my input helped this process along but
as with all good stunt work my role was to move the
story along and add excitement not detract from the
product as a whole.
If you watch Zomblies you’ll see fights and you may
wince at some bone crunching moments but nothing
will stand out as a gag or having been done purely for
its own sake everything builds to the larger product and
that is what I am most proud of. It is not about showing
off but simply helping already talented people achieve
their goal of a quality flick.
If you feel your production needs that additional dimension then please visit my website
www.markruddick.com and lets continue making great
films with great people.
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Body Parts !!!
Get ‘em while they’re hot
Sammm Agnew is a London based Makeup and
FX designer able to loan
out or sell any realistic
body part imaginable
from her studio, if it isn't
in stock it can be created
to exact specifications to
fit your project perfectly.
Sammm originally developed an interest in make
up artistry through working in face painting and
creating outrageous hair and make up designs
for members of the London fetish/alternative
club scene.
This led her to create
more experimental looks
using a wider range of
materials, and to combine her artistic practice
with on skin application.
Earning her honours degree at The London College of Fashion in Costume, Technical Effects
and Make up she was
able to explore more
advanced types of prop
design and production
through the use of mould making, carpentry
skills and metal work.
Her adeptness in this wide range
of disciplines enables her to easily
source the right technique and
material needed for any related
project.
Sammm Agnew has been professionally commissioned to design
and create work for high profile
clients since 2006.
http://sammmagnew.com
Sammmagnew@googlemail.com
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Zombie Make Up Artists Directory
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House
Party of the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various
shorts), Ultra-Vixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me
Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow
and Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty
of the Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest
2009, Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for
Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09,
Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk
Name: Steven Boyle
Based: Australia
Feature Films: Star Wars Ep II, Undead, King Kong,
Black Sheep and 30 Days of Night.
Short Films: Yes
Zombies: Yes
Contact Via: creaturesteveb@aol.com
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Zombie Website of the Issue !

www.tapeitordie.com

This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com as
soon as possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) Win a set of 6 Zombie Bad Taste Bears. Which film is ‘Bad Taste Bear ‘Billy’ from?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘6 NAUGHTY DEAD BEARS’
Comp 2) Win ‘REC 2’ on DVD. 'Who directed REC?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘REC 2’
Comp 3 Win a signed copy of ’The Dead’ What is the name of the adult immune to the Disease?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘CHARLIES DEAD’
Comp 4) Win a copy of ‘Zombie Warfare’. What sort of Zombie is featured on the cover?”
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘6 NAUGHTY BEARS’
Comp 5) Win a ‘Night of the Living Trekkies’ book. What’s the name of Quirk Books Zombie Hit?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THEY’RE DEAD JIM‘
Comp 6) Win Severed Press Books. Who wrote the Severed Press book called ‘Resurrection’?
Send us an email with the answer and the title ‘SEVERED PRESS’
PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS SEPERATELY EMAILS. It helps us sort them out!!! CHEERS…

PLUS THERE’S More ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

